Mechanism of DNA degradation by the ATP-dependent DNase from Hemophilus influenzae Rd.
The rate of production of acid-soluble material during degradation of duplex DNA by Hemophilus influenzae ATP-dependent DNAse (Hind exonuclease V) has been shown to be directly dependent upon the Mg2+ concentration in the reaction mixture. At high concentrations of Mg2+ (5 to 20 mM), DNA degradation to acid-soluble products is rapid and the rate of ATP hydrolysis is slightly depressed. At low concentrations of Mg2+ (0.1 to 0.5 mM), the enzyme rapidly hydrolyzes ATP and converts up to 35% of linear duplex DNA to single-stranded material while degrading less than 0.2% of the DNA to acid-soluble products. We refer to this enzymatic production of single-stranded DNA as the "melting" activity. Under the conditions of our assay, the initial melting reaction is processive, lasting about 70s on phage T7 DNA. Using DNAs with several different lengths, we have established that the duration of the initial reaction is dependent upon DNA length, requiring approximately 1 s per 0.18 mum. The products of the initial reaction on phage T7 DNA are somewhat heterogeneous, consisting of short duplex fragments approximately 0.5 mum long, purely single-stranded products up to 7 mum long, and longer duplex fragments 3 to 11 mum in length, some of which have single-stranded tails. Nearly half of the single-stranded material remains linked to a duplex segment of DNA after the inital processive reaction. We propose that Hind exo V initiates attack at the DNA termini and then acts in a processive manner, migrating along the DNA molecule, converting some regions to single-stranded material by the combined action of the melting activity and limited phosphodiester cleavage, while leaving other regions double-stranded. At the completion of its processive movement through a single DNA molecule, it is released and then recycles onto either intact molecules or the partially degraded products, continuing in this manner until the DNA is finally reduced to oligonucleotides.